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hen clients meet with Quinn Bosenecker and Ping To for the first time, there are three things that are undeniable: their infectious enthusiasm, their grounded,
hands-on approach and their high profile success at a time when most architects their age may just be finding their niche in the craft. With all these

serendipitous factors at work for the past five years, the talented principals at Pinnacle Architectural Studio have been able to envision amazing, spot on build projects
for their eager clients, but more than that, they have been able to deliver them—consistently and with glowing acclaim.
Founded by Quinn and Ping in 2001, Pinnacle was formed when the duo, who previously worked together at a local firm, recognized that their unique
strengths could benefit and complement one another in this unique Las Vegas environment. Quinn, a Las Vegas native, excels in the planning stage of the process while
Ping, a Hong Kong native, is unsurpassed at exterior elevations.
In the beginning, Quinn admits their “under 40” status forced them to prove themselves a bit more, but ultimately, that push to exceed expectations had an
advantageous effect and it continues today. In just five short years, their bold leap has become such a success that even Quinn admits giddy delight, but also reflects
Left: Lounging under the covered gazebo at the end of an open bridge way allows you to appreciate the vastness of this desert contemporary home. The cable rail offers an almost unimpeded
view of the spaces below.
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that when a person loves what he does, and does it well, success follows suit.
Case in point, when most business owners call it a day by 6pm, Quinn can
often be found “extending” his workday until 2am poring over a sketch pad.
“It’s my passion and my life,” he explains.
The firm is comprised of 12 people including five licensed design
professionals. The firm handles about 40 to 50 projects a year, heavily
residential with a handful of commercial projects as well. Quinn, Ping and
the team meet personally with each client designing and working closely with
them throughout the project. Each house they design must be a reflection
of each of their clients’ unique desires, necessities and lives. Quinn will be
the first to tell you “since all of our clients are unique as is each job, Pinnacle
always starts each job with a clean sheet of paper. This way, each project
starts from scratch and will not pick up design elements of a previous
project.” From the first rough sketch until the first step through the door of
that now tangible vision, Pinnacle never considers a job complete until their
clients do. The team is genuinely committed to the customer service of each
project, never passing it off from team member to team member. Because
this is the biggest purchase most of their clients will make in their lifetime,
the principals make themselves available to meet in person or by cell at any
hour and work around their clients’ hectic schedules.

top right: Without the support of columns below; these ever-reaching overhangs, some
up to 20’ in length, appear to go on forever as they stretch out to protect the furniture
below from the brutal Las Vegas sun.
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bottom Right: As night falls, this house undergoes a chameleon-like change from day
to night. Lights gently wash the exterior to show off its subtle changes in material and
texture.
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facing page left: The two-story open patio in this modern day Mediterranean style
home allowed for a complete split between the master bedroom patio and the kids patio.
It is as breathtaking as it is practical.
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FACING PAGE RIGHT: In a place under the stairway that is usually forgotten, we’ve created
a wine room that would rival some of Napa Valley’s best.
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q&a

more about quinn & ping...

What is your favorite architectural style personally?
Contemporary. There seems to be more “room for creativity” in this style.

Is your work still evolving? What direction do you see
your work taking?
Ever evolving! With so many new products and ever changing avenues of design,
it is important for us to “stay on the cutting edge.” We travel quite a bit for our
job and it is important for us to stay on this edge and keep ourselves abreast of
new products and materials. If we did not do this, we would soon be devoured
by the companies that do take the time to keep themselves better educated.

What would be your ideal project?
I would say that the ideal project is as much the ideal client, as the project. We
can have a job that would have; no budget, perfect site, optimum conditions, etc.
In a city that has made it to the top of the list of fastest growing cities in the United States since the early 1990s, opportunity is vast
and competition is fierce. Never ones to rest atop of their success, a move which often lands many architects in a design rut, Quinn and Ping

but without the ideal client, this is just another job. Of course, when you have
both, you have OUR ideal project!

work hard to constantly keep abreast of the latest design trends to stay fresh and on the cutting edge. While Las Vegas in general has been
known to lean toward a handful of definite styles, Pinnacle is breaking that mold by designing a wide range of styles within all scale ranges.
While they tend to appreciate the clean lines of contemporary design and the principles of Frank Lloyd Wright, Pinnacle ultimately looks to its
discriminating clientele for its founding cues. Celebrities, businessmen and sports stars alike have called on the talents of the firm to help bring
their dream to fruition. The firm’s spectacular designs can be found in the most prestigious Las Vegas communities, including; The Ridges,
Southern Highlands, Queensridge, MacDonald Highlands, Lake Las Vegas and more.
Pinnacle has certainly lived up to its name and counts itself among Las Vegas’ most influential architectural firms. While constantly

above: Each glimmer of light invites you to a new discovery of space and beauty in this contemporary Las Vegas home. Whether it is the soft glow
over the carefully stacked stone of the master bedroom fireplace or the ever-changing ripples of the infinity edge pool, you know that your journey is
never ending.
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Facing Page: This marriage of simplistic lines in the kitchen and complex patterns in the ceiling makes for a unique blend of styles that warm up this
elegant living space.
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abuzz with electricity and excitement, the city of Las Vegas infuses that passionate lifestyle in all of its residents--including the team of Pinnacle.

Quinn Bosenecker, AIA

Quinn and Ping offer their clients a well-designed haven where they can rejuvenate and appreciate their beautiful surroundings every day. They

Ping To

always strive to continue to be a positive influence over this ever changing architectural canvas they call Las Vegas. “Because when you set the
bar high, everybody will step up.”
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